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OUR MISSION

WOAR is a non-profit organization in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania whose mission is to eliminate all forms of sexual violence through specialized treatment services, comprehensive prevention education programs, and advocacy for the rights of victims of sexual assault. Founded in 1971 and incorporated in 1973 WOAR is Philadelphia’s only rape crisis center and one of the first in the nation. Over the years the organization has grown from a group of volunteers working in a small room of a hospital to an organization that touches individuals across the city.

WOAR IS THE ONLY RAPE CRISIS CENTER IN THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
We served over 24,000 people in the Greater Philadelphia area.
CRISIS RESPONSE

24 HOUR HOTLINE CALLS

TOTAL INCOMING CALLS 2,415
WOARs court advocacy program provides needed crisis intervention to sexual assault survivors during the preliminary hearing and trial processes. The Court Advocates provide direct, long-term comprehensive services addressing problems such as mental health issues, access to medical care, emergency housing, and drug addiction which can potentially reduce a survivor’s credibility during reporting and testimony.

**DURING THE 2019 FISCAL YEAR COURT ADVOCATES SUPPORTED 668 SURVIVORS AND FAMILIES**

1,349 HOURS IN COURT

**WHO WAS THE PERPETRATOR?**
- Friend
- Family Member
- Neighbor
- Acquaintance

**DID YOU KNOW?**
- OVER 50% OF CHILDREN USE THIS SERVICE
WE BELIEVE

SURVIVORS
INSTANCES OF SEXUAL ASSAULT ARE HIGH IN THE LGBTQ+ COMMUNITY.

The lifetime prevalence for sexual violence is 61% for bisexual women and 50-66% of transgender individuals (FORGE).

Yet the reporting of sexual assault and the utilization of sexual assault services remains low. In fact, of those who were transgender and sexually assaulted within the past year, only 1% sought the services of a rape crisis center and 2% reported that they did not do so because they feared mistreatment. (USTS 2015)

WOAR has developed a partnership to launch its LOTUS program, a professional program that aims to increase providers abilities to work with LGBTQ survivors of sexual violence.

Trainings

- **20** Non-Profit Trainings
- **11** Internal WOAR Trainings
- **20** Legal Trainings

Organizations Trainings

- **51** LGBTQ Trainings
  - LGBTQ affirming care and sexual violence awareness
  - Professional development work with LGBTQ+ survivors

WOAR is invested in increasing the LGBTQ+ community’s access to healing.
As our year comes to a close, we reflect on all the amazing things that have happened around sexual assault and sexual violence: #metoo and #timesup helped the country understand the impact and scope of sexual violence.

**WOAR PROVIDED DIRECT SERVICES TO 9,731 SURVIVORS DURING THE 2019 FISCAL YEAR.**

- 4,961 adults received direct services
- 783 children received direct services
- 503 significant others received direct services
- 42 trained volunteers provided hotline support

**WOAR's support groups?**

- Trauma Process
- Yoga evening
- LGBTQ Group
- Building Blocks Group

**725 Hours of support group**

- Women’s Morning
- Women Evening
- Teen
- Holiday
- Peer Support
- Core group
The Education and Training Services department offers training and educational programs on issues of primary prevention of sexual violence to children and adults in schools, social service organizations, law enforcement and the community at large.

**Trainings we provide**

- Adult Survivors of Child Sexual Assault
- Sexual Harassment in the Workplace
- Comprehensive Sexual Violence Overview
- Mandated Reporter Training

**EDUCATION & AWARENESS**

- **51,700** K-8 Primary Prevention
- **2,478** school based workshops
- **5** Trainings at Preschools
- **2,982** WOAR Facilitated Education & Awareness Trainings
- **1,152** Training Allied Professionals
- **42** Trained Allied Workshops
- **22** Trainings at Colleges/Technical and trade schools
- **8,363** Community Attendees
- **389** Community Based workshops
CLIENT DEMOGRAPHICS

CLIENTS BY AGE

- 7% 0-12 years old
- 9% 13-17 years old
- 15% 18-24 years old
- 67% 25-59 years old
- 2% 60+ years old

WOMEN: 5,898
MEN: 491
TRANSGENDER: 107

PRIMARY VICTIMIZATIONS
- Adult Sexual Assault
- Adult Sexually Abused as Children
- Child Sexual Assault
- Human trafficking
- Stalking / Harrassment
- Teen Dating Violence
Safe Bars is a program that has been developed for local bars, restaurants, and other alcohol-serving establishments that trains staff to develop better skills and strategies for preventing sexual harassment.

Certified Safe Bars

SAFE BARS PHILLY CERTIFIED 1 BARS IN 2019. In Philadelphia, there are 8 certified safe bars, making Philly a safer city.

NEW Trainings

Wine & Small Bites

24hr Philly

Hotel/Restaurant Industry Associates
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THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS, FUNDERS, VOLUNTEERS AND SUPPORTERS!

10K
PNC
  Jeff Soar
  Kenny Wan
Gilbert Lynn & Cheryl Marks
  Patrice Heller

$500.00 to $1000
  Beverly Richards
  Kim Rust
  Arts Bar Management
  Lydia Henry
  1486 Rachel Dispenza

*Panhellenic Association of University of Pennsylvania
  Grace Kirkpatrick
Home Outgrown Presents
  Karli Visconto
  Victoria Johnson
  Elizabeth Hembree
  Joshua Skinner
William & Linda Madway

$1,000.00 to $2,500
  Abigail Carrier
  Francis & Susan Perras
  Susan DeMaestro
    Patrice Heller
  Emily DeMartino
  Susan Sorenson
  Beverly Richards
  Jessica Mertz

$250.00 to $499.00
  Alex Dill
  Arnie Archut
  Elite Pole & Fitness
  Hersha Hospitality
  St. Elmo Club of Philadelphia
  Anne Randig Andres
  Ralph Rivello
  Stepanie McCurry
  Cara Dorean Petonic
  Philip Zimmerman

$100.00 to $249.00
  Jennifer Turner
  Greg DeShields
  Christa Hayburn
  Karol Wasylshyn
  Ken Clyman
  Kimberly St. Pierre
  Michael Cohen
  Christopher Ullooth
  Leigh Duncan
  Myra Maxwell
  Paul Chrystie
  Stacy Phy
  Scott Chiba
  Syra Ortiz-Blanes
  Brona Cohen
  Aaron Eleazer
  Carol Tracy
  Carrie Lee Comeau
  Elona Washington
  Haniyyah Sharpe-Brown
  Jenn Richards
  Jennifer Robinson
  essika McLaughlin
  Joanne Strauss
  Jody Pinto
  Jovida Hill
  Kim Mann
  Lauren Horvath
  Leanne Wagner
  Margaret Goldfarb
  Maria Pajil Battle
  Marianne Fray
  Marquita Bolden
  Patricia Russell
  Susan Weill
  Sybil Davis
  Yasmine Mustafa
  Zupenda Davis-Shine
  Allison Galik
  Andrew Ruggles
  David Eisen
  Nikki Terrell
  BTC Envelopes & Printing LLC
  Elise Wolf Williams
  Jessica Noel
  Judy Turetsky
  Lori Thomson
  Richard Berkman
  Tianna Hansen
  Timothy Breutschneider
  Toni Seidl
  Lisa MinnitiAngelina Ruffin
  Juanita Solomon
  Andrew Howard Howard
  Antar Bush
  Bear Seavens
  Cindy Williams
  Courtney Knoedler
  Dennis Dumpson
  Elizabeth Gross
  Marsha Walker
  Nicole Guerrero
  Peter Ennis
  Rani Foley
  Russel Dunnings
  Stephanie Koniers
  Steven Westbrook
  Tobi Downing
  Valerie Ramos
  Mount Zion Baptist Church of Holmesburg
THANK YOU

Under $100.00 Donations

Francis & Kellie X Brady IV
Hope Knight
Megan McDermott
Petra Nichols
Chandra Blakely
Christina Rosso
Alexander Ciambriello
Andrea Lehman
Bradford Linder
Brianne Verrinder
Candy Downey
Dawn Androphy
Ellen Brodsky
Ellen Lin
Kirsten Heine
Margaret Fenerty
Elizabeth Busch-Sandford
Ned Levi
Rachel Kolifrath
Rachel Mele
Robert Kadel

Jodi Isenberg
Robert & Linda Miller
Gideon Sterer
Twania Tyson
Jennifer Rausch
Allison Cairo
Erin Faller
Janine McCartney
Jason Hutchins
Julia Stone
Lauren Keating
Maria Macaluso
Sunil & Ishi Varandani
Ann Sauter
Charles Yocum
Jeff O'Neil
Chad Avery Snyder
Emma Branson
Sharon Wiedmann
Kristen Becker
Rebecca Somach
John Ott
Yicong Zhai

THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS, FUNDERS, VOLUNTEERS AND SUPPORTERS!
2019 REFLECTIONS

BRINGING COMMUNITIES TOGETHER TO END SEXUAL VIOLENCE
MEET OUR WARRIORS

STAFF

Alba Ambuila, Community Outreach Counselor
Katherine Bowman, Crisis Advocate
Levone Cannady, Education Specialist
Meghan Cleary, Crisis/Court Advocate
Emily Cox, Counselor/Special Projects Coordinator
Leah Dirkse, Education Specialist
Silvie Drouillard, Community Outreach Worker
Crystal Hernandez, Education Specialist
Christine Kannegiser, Senior Counselor
Amy Ly, Counselor
Diana Jackson, Project Coordinator
Siddharth Menon, Crisis Advocate
Anne Miller, Counselor
Lydia Moore-Hill, Office Manager
Claudia Peregrina, Community Outreach Counselor
Polly Pillen, Counselor
Juliana Sarita, Community Outreach Coordinator
Jessica Segal, Community Outreach Worker
Dina Stonberg, Development Associate
Nichet Sykes, Court Advocate

THANK YOU!

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Anne Andres
Victoria Johnson
Jessica Mertz
Susan Del Maestro, Ph.D. Secretary
Patrice E. Heller, Ph.D., LMFT
Lydia A. Henry
Gilbert Marks, MD
Myra J. Maxwell, Vice President
Lisa Minniti
Frank Perras, President
Beverly Richards, Ph.D.
Ralph Riviello, MD, MS, FACEP
Angelina K. Ruffin
Juanita Y. Solomon, Treasurer
Joanne R. Strauss, Esq
Roberta G. Torian, Esq
TO THE SURVIVORS

"WE SEE YOU
WE HONOR YOU
AND
WE WILL CONTINUE
TO FIGHT FOR YOU
AND
WITH YOU"

A WOARRIOR